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there are plenty of documentation and online examples for nltk that deal with the various tools it
provides. you will find a lot of information on the amtk project site . the amtk toolkit is a collection of

a few dozen python modules providing basic functionality for text processing including tokenizing and
tagging, stemming, clustering, stemming, dictionaries, and more. note: the amaya documentation is
written with a gui focused user in mind, and therefore many of the text files are not formatted to be
scanned easily. this is a work in progress, and i will be investigating better documentation tools for

the toolkit. as you may know by now, openshift clusters are made up of three core components.
these are container servers, apis, and persistent volumes. in an openshift environment, the openshift
api is the web-based user interface for managing openshift clusters and their components. first things

first, you’ll want to make a copy of your api token. if you’re using google chrome with an add-on
called “oauth 2.0 hosted domain”, then you just need to visit chrome://credentials-internals and copy

the secret key under the oauth 2.0 domain section and paste that into your.kube/config file.
apiversion: v1 kind: configmap metadata: name: cf-client-secret data: client-id: c-client-id client-

secret: c-secret and you’re set to use the api authentication token to interact with your openshift api.
export target_token=$(whoami) curl -u domain\user:password -x post -h "x-xrds-location:

file:///home/windows/domain_user/creds/mjos.onmicrosoft.com" -h "content-type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded" -d token=@/home/windows/user_domain_user/creds/mjos.com -d crumb=c123456
-d client_id=@mjos.com -d client_secret=@mjos_secret and then repeat that process for any clients

which you’re using to interact with openshift.
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the original blog post did not include documentation for the admin tools. this blog post will show one
method of making the openshift admin and developer cli tools easily accessible on your windows 10
workstation so that you can interact with and manage openshift clusters and features without having
to rely on a linux bastion, windows subsystem for linux, or other tools which are not windows native.

if youre using the openshift serverless operator to deploy serverless applications, then youll want
access and control via the kn command. first, download the compressed archive from the repository,
then unpack it to the directory used for the other cli tools. for example, with version 0.13.2, here is
the command to unpack the downloaded zip into the directory: this updated blog post will show one
method of making the openshift admin and developer cli tools easily accessible on your windows 10
workstation so that you can interact with and manage openshift clusters and features without having
to rely on a linux bastion, windows subsystem for linux, or other tools which are not windows native.

the astropy.stats package holds statistical functions or algorithms used in astronomy. while the
scipy.stats and statsmodel packages contains a wide range of statistical tools, they are general-

purpose packages and are missing some tools that are particularly useful or specific to astronomy.
this package is intended to provide such functionality, but not to replace scipy.stats if its

implementation satisfies astronomers needs. 5ec8ef588b
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